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Business as usual:  Micron booms, Wall Street doubts. 
  

Micron, 2017 

 
  

If ever a company deserved its “picture in the paper,” it was Micron Technologies—U.S. memory chip 
king—today.  Glancing up, we can see Micron is up 30% so far in 2017, with a good chunk of that coming 
in today’s rocket ride . . . which followed Micron’s fairly spectacular Quarterly Earnings announcement 
last night. 
  
What happened?  Let us keep it simple. 
  
Throughout Micron’s whole life, it has been a prisoner of the global memory-chip cycle—which has been 
as wild a roller-coaster ride as almost any cycle, from oil to orange juice.  The company kept 
surviving the hideous downward plunges in the cycle—sometimes by the skin of its teeth.  Over the past 
several years, though, a few key things began to change.  First, those hideous downdrafts kept killing off 
competitors, until only a few of the strongest and wisest were left . . . and they began to show their 
wisdom by restraining memory-chip production when prices were at the wonderful high end 
of the cycle.  Second, “invention” arrived in the memory business, and Micron’s management went all out 
to push their company into the global lead (or close to it) in the exciting new advances in memory 
technology which are riding along with exciting new uses of memory—in autos and in the explosion of 
uses linked to the “Internet of Things.”  Finally, and most important, Micron’s leaders began acting 
considerably more aggressive and determined than ever:  pushing very hard to improve product and 
factory innovation and cut chip-production costs, and taking some chances along the way.  
  
None of these changes has miraculously freed Micron from its position as “prisoner of the global chip 
cycle.”  All of these changes, though, have made Micron a far stronger company, financially; a world 
leader, for the first time, in some of the most exciting new memory products; and a far better operator of 
its vast, terribly complex factories.  Now, when chip prices fall with the cycle, Micron gets bruises instead 
of broken legs.  When those prices rise, Micron’s profits explode—as this past quarter just 
demonstrated.  Here are the bare numbers for this quarter against a year ago: 



  
                Micron Quarterly Revenues                        + 58% 
                Micron Quarterly Earnings per Share       + 8,900% 
  
Micron only had one penny of earnings a year ago, and 90 cents yesterday . . . hence that enjoyably silly 
8,900% figure.  The central point for us patient investors, though, is pretty much the same as with our 
other factory operators:  Caterpillar, Deere, Cummins, Intel, Texas Instruments and the rest.  Good 
companies with good leaders use hard times to get better:  cutting production costs while still improving 
products and technology.  When the hard times fade and good times arrive, they make a lot of money 
indeed . . . emphatically more on each sales dollar than they were able to make in the past.  
  
Micron showed us exactly that, last night.  As always, Wall Street drove up the stock, but is intensely 
worried about exactly when this upcycle will end, in the memory business.  It might be next quarter, or 
next year at the most, thinks the Street . . . so the $64 Question is:  “When do we sell, running 
for the hills?”  That’s Wall Street’s $64 Question.  Outlook’s is:  “Given the profoundly positive changes 
Micron’s hard-working people have just shown us, where might Micron be in 5 to 10 years, regardless of 
its need to ride the chip cycles along theway?”  We’re fairly sure the answer is:  “Much higher than today.” 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions 
should only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk 
of loss.  
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